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	This is the newly revised and expanded edition of the popular introduction to the design and implementation of geometry algorithms arising in areas such as computer graphics, robotics, and engineering design. The second edition contains material on several new topics, such as randomized algorithms for polygon triangulation, planar point location, 3D convex hull construction, intersection algorithms for ray-segment and ray-triangle, and point-in-polyhedron. A new "Sources" chapter points to supplemental literature for readers needing more information on any topic. A novel aspect is the inclusion of working C code for many of the algorithms, with discussion of practical implementation issues. The self-contained treatment presumes only an elementary knowledge of mathematics, but reaches topics on the frontier of current research, making it a useful reference for practitioners at all levels. The code in this new edition is significantly improved from the first edition, and four new routines are included. Java versions for this new edition are also available. All code is accessible from the book's Web site (http://cs.smith.edu/~orourke/) or by anonymous ftp.
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Developing Enterprise Java Applications with J2EE and UMLAddison Wesley, 2001
 The Java 2 Platform Enterprise Edition (J2EE TM) offers great promise for dramatically improving the way that enterprise applications are built, and organizations that have adopted the J2EE are gaining a competitive advantage. The industry-standard Unified Modeling Language (UML) has helped countless organizations achieve software...
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The World Cookbook for Students (Five Volumes)Greenwood Press, 2006

	The student body in the United States is ever more diverse, and librarians have a major new resource to help them with the frequent requests from students who have assignments that include finding ethnic recipes. This 5-volume cookbook set is directly related to the middle school and high school multicultural curricula. It will be the source...
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Intelligent Learning Infrastructure for Knowledge Intensive Organizations: A Semantic Web PerspectiveInformation Science Publishing, 2005


	In the knowledge society, the traditional facts of business life are volatile and

	not given. Every organization is challenged in this context, to enrich its sensors,

	and its internal processes toward the exploitation of tangible and intangible resources.




	During the last few years, an important shift in management...
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Performance Analysis and Optimization of Multi-Traffic on Communication NetworksSpringer, 2010

	Promptly growing demand for telecommunication services and information interchange has led to the fact that communication became one of the most dynamical branches of an infrastructure of a modern society. The book introduces to the bases of classical MDP theory; problems of a finding optimal Ð¡Ð�Ð¡ in models are investigated and...
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C Programming for ArduinoPackt Publishing, 2013

	Building your own electronic devices is fascinating fun and this book helps you enter the world of autonomous but connected devices. After an introduction to the Arduino board, you'll end up learning some skills to surprise yourself.


	Overview

	
		Use Arduino boards in your own electronic hardware &...
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Security in an IPv6 EnvironmentAuerbach Publications, 2008
As the number of intelligent systems that require direct access expands to the multiple billions, Internet Protocol Version 6 (IPv6) becomes an institutional imperative. However, questions are being raised about security aspects and subtending apparatuses of IPv6. This book provides a practical and accessible primer on this emerging technology. The...
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